
Home Care &
Disability 

Beds and  Furniture
www .wentworthcare .com .au

Specialising in: 
Hi-Lo and Lo-Lo Beds

Mattresses

Bedroom Furniture

Lounge & Dining

Occasional

Linen

 

We liaise with Health
Professionals and clients to

ensure our products are
suitable, well made and

well priced.
 

We have extensive
experience in supplying

furniture to the Health Care
industry.

 
We are NDIS Registered.



Our experience tells us  that no two clients are the same.  
 

Each participant has their own unique requirements and we
consult with health care advisors to provide the most suitable

range of products. 
 

We can tailor these to suit the individual.
 

Bedroom

From contemporary to

traditional, we can

tailor furniture to suit

Hi-Lo beds, so the

bedroom can look as

lovely as possible

 



HI-LO BEDS QUEEN BEDS
BARIATRIC

DOUBLE BEDS

Hi-Lo Beds

Our range of HI-Lo beds includes Single, King Single, Double,

Bariatric and Queen.

All of our beds can be supplied with either the standard head and

foot, or we can tailor a home-style head and foot to suit the bed.



EN 7

Single 
King Single

Single
 King Single

 Double

FLOOR BEDMONTEREY

Single 
King Single

Lo-Lo Beds

To eliminate the

risk of injury during

a fall, we offer a

range of Lo-Lo beds

in Single, King

Single and Double.

 



Mattresses
To eliminate the risk of injury during a fall, we offer a range of Lo-Lo beds

in Single, King Single and Double.

FOAM MATTRESS

Pressure reducing foam
mattresses for users at low

risk of pressure sores
 

COMBINATION FOAM
& AIR MATTRESS

AIR MATTRESS

For users high to very high risk. 
 

Can be used as a static mattress
or step up to dynamic mattress

when required.

CONCAVE
We have a range of standard or Concave
mattresses  available.  For users at low

risk of pressure ulcer development

For high risk users who
require air mattress at all

times



Accessories

Dining furniture

needs to be durable,

fit for purpose and

designed for

comfort.

 

WWW .WENTWORTHCARE .COM .AU

SUPPORT RAILS COLLAPSIBLE
BEDSTICKS

SELF HELP
POLE



Bed Linen

As well as a full range of Waterproof Bed Linen, we also offer

custom made bedspreads and doona covers in all sizes. 

 

WATERPROOF PILLOWS & 
 MATTRESS PROTECTORS Breathable and waterproof, this

fabric combines a sanitised anti-
fungal,  antibacterial fill. 

When cleaning is required, just
wipe it down.

Dust mite resistant, perfect
for sensitive skin and allergy

sufferers.

WATERPROOF
BEDPADS

Holds up to 2500ml

WATERPROOF DOONAS

WATERPROOF
MATTRESS PROTECORS



TRADITIONAL

You can tailor our existing
designs to suit your decor and

requirements

TRANSITIONAL
Tie it in with what storage your

residents use and prefer.  
Choose different colours for

different wings or areas.

CONTEMPORARY

You can choose the configuration,
number of drawers, breakfast tray,

castors, locks etc.

Bedside Tables and Furniture

We offer a wide range of bedside tables. 

These can include breakfast trays, have drawers, doors or

shelves



Dining
Dining furniture needs

to be durable, fit for
purpose and designed

for comfort.
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GAMMA

A vinyl seat is a great option
for easy cleaning.

AMY

Chair arms with a grab
handle are easier for clients

to lift themselves out of.

MARTA
An open back chair reduces

the likelihood of food
becoming stuck in the back

of the chair. 



Our lounge furniture offers

extreme comfort and has been

designed to suit anyone who have

difficulty lifting themselves out of

chairs.

Higher chairs, higher coffee tables,

better support.

Whatever your style, we have a

design to suit.

 

Lounge and Recliners

LIFT RECLINERS
 

ARMCHAIRS
 

WING BACKS
 



FACEBOOK

Wentworth Care Furniture

WENTWORTH CARE FURNITURE

Ph: 03 9408 9710 

E: sales@wentworthcare.com.au

www.wentworthcare.com.au

Shop Online: www.wentworthcareonline.com.au

INSTAGRAM

wentworthcarefurniture

CONTACT


